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Merging two periodic droplet trains at a T-junction, we investigate the production of one-
dimensional (1D) trains of drops of alternating composition. The structure of these trains consists
of a succession of well-defined patterns and defects. A discrete model recently introduced to describe
the structure of double emulsions made with two-step microfluidic dripping techniques predicts the
nature of these patterns and their scheme of arrangement in a train as functions of the rates at
which the two droplet trains reach the junction. Millifluidic experiments validate these predictions.

1 Introduction

Microfluidic techniques allow for the steady production
of nanoliter drops one by one and at high rates (100 Hz–
1 KHz) with unprecedented controls of their size [1] and
internal structure [2]. Used as the micron-sized analogs
of test tubes, these drops make possible the miniaturiza-
tion of laboratories on chips measuring just a few square
inches and the development of high-throughput applica-
tions aiming for faster and better analyses than standard
batch techniques [3, 4]. However, such achievements re-
quire integrating on a chip various tasks that are oper-
ating on individual drops, e.g. formation [5–7], dilu-
tion [8, 9], mixing [10–13], storage [14–17], fragmenta-
tion [18–22], sorting [23–25], or coalescence [26–29]. As
a result, a lot of attention has been devoted in recent
years to engineer efficient passive [30, 31] or active [32–
35] modules performing such tasks.

In this context, the formation of 1D droplet trains is a
crucial step for many microfluidic applications in various
fields. In material science, double emulsions with two
sets of internal compartments are commonly produced
with two-step microfluidic dripping techniques. Briefly,
a train of droplets of alternating composition and/or size
flowing in an immiscible fluid is directed towards the in-
let of a drop maker [36, 37] or the free extremity of a
capillary tube [38] where periodically emitted drops en-
capsulate the droplets. This process produces a double
emulsion over time. Another use of trains of alternat-
ing droplets concerns measurements of a key parameter
controlling the kinetic stability of water-in-oil emulsions,
i.e., the water transport rate in different oils [39]. Such
experiments consist in generating alternating drops made
of two aqueous solutions having different NaCl concen-
trations and flowing in oil inside a capillary tube [40].
Because of the osmotic pressure difference between the
two sets of drops, water diffuses through the oil from
the lower NaCl concentrations to the higher ones making
the volume of the drops, which is measured overt time,
change. Also, diffusion of water between two sets of nano-
liter aqueous drops can be utilized in structural biology

to perform high-throughput screenings of protein crys-
tallization conditions inside the drops [40, 41]. In chem-
istry, the fusion of alternating drops by passive methods
using the channel geometry and liquid phase flow allows
the rapid production of supersaturated solutions of Cd2+

and S2− ions to form CdS nanoparticles [42]. Taking ad-
vantage of the lasing effect occurring through whisper-
ing gallery modes when a dye inside a drop is optically
excited, trains of drops of alternating dye solutions of-
fer clever ways to engineer multi-color fast-switching mi-
crofluidic droplet dye lasers [43]. Also, alternating trains
made of gas bubbles (or droplets of mineral oil) and liq-
uid reaction compartments subjected to back and forth
motion are commonly used to perform high-throughput
analyses of slow kinetic processes such as enzymatic re-
actions [44], bacterial growths [45, 46] and nanomaterial
syntheses [47]. This strategy based on oscillatory rather
than continuous segmented flows reduces the device foot-
print as a single sensing location is needed. It however
requires to separate adjacent liquid reactors with drops
of mineral oil or gas bubbles to prevent so-called traffic
jams [48] and fusion of drops during detection.

To generate a train of drops of alternating composition,
one can merge two periodic train of drops at a T-junction,
all drops of a train having a composition different than
that of the drops of the other train [see Fig. 1(a)]. Here,
we investigate both theoretically and experimentally the
production dynamics of such trains. We begin by pre-
senting a discrete model that describes well the formation
mechanism of a train. We then validate the predictions
of the model with millifluidic experiments.

2 Discrete model

To predict the structure of 1D trains of alternating
drops formed by merging two trains of droplets at a T-
junction, we use a discrete approach that is the basis of
models of droplet traffic at a T-junction [49] and the en-
capsulation dynamics of drops in the production double
emulsions with standard two-step microfluidic dripping
techniques [50]. Building on these works, we neglect the
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic defining the variables at play in the
modeled formation of 1D trains of alternating drops denoted
R and B created by merging two periodic trains respectively
made of drops R and B at a T-junction. (b) Outcomes of the
model for a typical sequence of drops.

physical volume of drops. To distinguish the two sets
of drops composing a train of alternating droplets, each
drop of a set is designated by a letter, either R or B.
The drops R and B periodically reach the T-junction
with periods TR and TB > TR, respectively [51]. In our
model, the times at which the n-th drop B and the k-th
droplet R reach the junction are respectively Tn=nTB

and tk=kTR − τ1 with τ1 < TR (see Fig. 1(a) defining
variables at play). Under these conditions, one can read-
ily show that the following set of two recursive equations
fully describes the formation dynamics of a train of al-
ternating drops as it predicts the number Nn of drops R
flowing between the n-th and (n+ 1)-th droplets B:

Nn = floor (TB/TR − 1 +Xn) + 1, (1)

Xn+1 = Xn + TB/TR −Nn, (2)

with Xn = τn/TR the time in TR units elapsed between
the arrival at the junction of the last drop R placed be-
tween the (n− 1)-th and the n-th drops B of a sequence.

The set of eqn (1) and (2) is similar to that of [50] de-
scribing the structure of double emulsions produced with
two-step microfluidic techniques. Hence, the structure
these fluid systems is isomorphic to that of the trains of

alternating drops studied here and the generic properties
below are common to both problems; a complete deriva-
tion of these dynamical properties can be found in [50]:

(P1) The mean number of droplets R placed between
two consecutive drops B is N=TB/TR.

(P2) Variations in the number of drops R placed be-
tween two consecutive droplets B do not exceed one
unity as Nn can take only two values: Nmax=ceil

(
N
)

or Nmin=floor
(
N
)
.

(P3)
∣∣∣TB

TR
− round

(
TB

TR

)∣∣∣=F(N−) is the fraction of de-
fects in a sequence [Nn]. A defect denoted N− corre-
sponds to the variable Nmin or Nmax occurring the less
often in [Nn]. Conversely, N+=round(N) denotes the
variable Nmin or Nmax appearing the more often in [Nn].

When TB/TR is not an integer, fluctuations of the num-
ber of drops R between two consecutive drops B is neces-
sarily observed. Yet, one can establish generic properties
describing the occurrence of defects in trains of alternat-
ing drops by processing the signal [Nn] into a sequence of
patterns [Pi], a pattern corresponding to the number of
N+ between two consecutive N− in [Nn] (see Fig. 1(b)].

(P4) Two defects do not appear consecutively in a train
of alternating drops.

(P5) A train of alternating droplets is necessarily ape-
riodic whenever TB and TR are incommensurate.

(P6) When TB and TR are commensurate, the struc-
ture of a train of alternating drops is periodic. Then,
TB/TR can be expressed as the irreducible fraction p/q
with p and q two integers. The period of [Nn], that is,
the number of drops B minus 1 per cycle is then equal
to p while q represents the number of patterns per cycle.

(P7) Variations in the number of drops R per pattern
do not exceed one unity as Pi is either Pmin=floor

(
1
|ε|

)
−

1 or Pmax=ceil
(

1
|ε|

)
− 1 with ϵ=N −N+.

(P8) P= 1
|ε| − 1 is the mean number of drops R per

pattern.
(P9)

∣∣∣ 1
|ε| − round

(
1
|ε|

)∣∣∣=F(P−) is the fraction of pat-
tern defects, i.e., the patterns denoted P− containing
the less repeated number of N+ in a sequence [Pi]. Con-
versely, P+=round(P ).

(P10) Pattern defects do not appear consecutively in a
sequence [Pi].

Interestingly, all the above properties are independent
of the initial condition τ1 and they are fully described by
the ratio TB/TR. This important feature will allow us to
compare theoretical predictions to experimental results.

3 Experiments

To validate the theoretical predictions presented above,
we conduct experiments with a millifluidic setup con-
sisting of three T-junctions connected to one another by
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commercial tubes as shown in Fig 2(a). We first generate
two independent periodic trains made of monodisperse
water-in-oil droplets with two of the T-junctions. The
trains then merge at the third junction which produces
a train of alternating drops [Fig 2(b)].
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the setup used to generate trains of
alternating drops. (b) Image of the flow at a T-junction.

The continuous phase (sunflower oil purchased from
Leader Price, France) and the dispersed aqueous phase
(water colored by a blue or a red ink) are infused at con-
stant flow rates through the two inlets of the drop makers.
The flow rates are controlled independently using four sy-
ringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000). The wa-
ter is colored to distinguish the – red (R) or blue (B) –
drops emitted by each of the two drop makers, QR

w and
QB

w denoting their respective flow rates [see Fig 2(a)]. We
also define QB

o and QR
o , the flow rates of the oil infused

through the two drop makers to form trains of drops B
and R, respectively. A camera (EO-1312C, Edmund Op-
tics) records the arrivals of these drops at the T-junction
where the two trains meet. We analyze the videos with
a custom-written software developed with MATLAB to
obtain experimental sequences [Nn] and [Pi], periods TR

and TB and drop volumes ΩR=QR
wTR (drops R) and

ΩB=QB
wTB (drops B). We work with constant values

of QB
o , QB

w , and QR
w and we vary QR

o so that TB and ΩB

are fixed while TR and ΩR are continuously adjusted.
For each experiment, a sequence [Nn] consists of 100

analyzed alternating drops. Experimental findings are
then compared to the predicted dynamical properties
[items (P1)–(P10)] of the system. In our experiments,
the initial condition τ1 is not controllable but we can val-
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FIG. 3. Experimental variations of (a) Nmin and (b) Nmax

with TB/TR for different volumes ΩR: (•) 0.175 µL, (�)
0.158 µL, (N) 0.123 µL, (H) 0.10 µL and (�) 0.07 µL. The
symbols are identical in all figures. The lines are predictions
from item (P2).
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FIG. 4. Experimental variations of N with TB/TR. The line
stands for the predicted property (P1).

idate our theoretical predictions with experiments as τ1
has no effect on our modeling work.

Since the predicted period of a sequence [Nn] is a non-
analytical function of TB/TR, the properties (P5) and
(P6) cannot be validated experimentally as it would re-
quire analyzing an infinite number of drops. By con-
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FIG. 5. Experimental variations of F(N−) with TB/TR. The
solid line is calculated using item (P3).
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FIG. 6. Experimental evolution of (a) Pmin and (b) Pmax

with TB/TR. The lines are predictions discussed in item (P7).

trast, the observation of experimental videos over large
sequences of alternating drops allows us to validate items
(P4) and (P10) predicting that two defects do not appear
consecutively in sequences of either alternating drops or
patterns. Also, the variations with TB/TR of Nmin,
Nmax, N , and the fraction of defect F(N−) are well
described by the properties (P1)–(P3) [experiments are
compared to predictions from Fig. 3 through Fig. 5].

Processing the signal [Nn] into a pattern sequence [Pi],
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FIG. 7. Experimental variations of P with TB/TR. The lines
predictions calculated using discussed (P8).

our results show that variations of Pmin and Pmax with
TB/TR concur well with item (P7) (Fig. 6). However,
we observe that the experimental variations of Pi may
exceed one unity. This discrepancy between predictions
and experiments likely arises from fluctuations of the flow
rates that are inherent in our experiment. We also find
a good agreement between the prediction (P8) and the
experimental variations of P with TB/TR (Fig. 7).

4 Conclusion

We have shown that a recent model of the two-step
microfluidic production of double emulsions can describe
the structure of 1D trains of alternating drops formed
by merging two periodic droplet trains at a T-junction.
Although this discrete model neglects the physical
volumes of drops, it well describes our experiments
conducted for different droplet volumes. The predicted
and observed commensurability-driven structural de-
fects are inherent in the studied trains of alternating
drops. Our results should offer robust ways to engineer
such trains that are used in a wide variety of applications.
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